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The primary aim of this study is to focus attention
upon the function of a Negro daily newspaper in an urban com¬
munity in the Southeast section of the United States, The
study design rests upon the following questions*
1, What are the socio-economic characteristics
of the readers of Negro news and a Negro
daily newspaper?
2, What is the interest pattern of the readers?
How do the readers respond to newspaper con¬
tent? What is the extent of penetration?
To what extent and in what ways are the read¬
ers themselves Involved and to what extent
are they exposed to Negro nows?
3, How did the Atlanta Daily World, a Negro daily
newspapejj come into existence? What was the
historical setting? What specific or general
needs underlay its founding? What general
stages of growth and development have boon
evident?
In other words, this study is posed with two objec¬
tives in mind* (1) to delineate the interest patterns of the
readers of the Atlanta Daily World and (2) to reveal the role
of this newspaper as defined specifically in the evaluations,
expectations and ascriptions of its clients and/or constit¬
uency - local readers and advertisers.
Traditionally, organized society was, until recently,
small and homogeneous. From generation to generation its mem¬
bers could expect to live under approximately the same pattern
of culture values. Its members dwelt, worked, worshipped, and
1
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played with approximately the same group of persona in the
same place* A person could easily comprehend his whole com¬
munity, and members of the community needed no more than face-
to-face communication to reach agreement and understanding,
but this situation no longer exists.
The typical American community has become heteroge¬
neous and massive* Industrialization and fast moving trans¬
portation are making more changes in social pattern in a
brief period than were formerly made in centuries* Increasing
ly. Individuals are beiing forced to delegate their affairs to
special institutions, so that the contemporary world picture
is of individuals and groups dealing with each other through
official representatives* Schramm points out that
Increasingly, individuals have had to depend on in¬
termediaries to inform them, and to inform others
for them* This has come to mean that we have to de¬
pend upon newspapers and other media in order to cut
through the differences, penetrate the groups, carry
the Information on technical skills and social adapta¬
tions, and contribute to the exchange of opinion and
the creation of social consensus*^
The mass society is a creation of the modern age -
a product of the division of labor and of mass communication*
Wirth Indicated the characteristics of such a society*
The most obvious trait of the mass is that it Involves
great numbers, in contradistinction to smaller aggre¬
gates with which we have become familiar through the
study of primitive life and earlier historical forma
of human association* Second, and again almost by
definition, it consists of aggregates of men widely
%ilbur Schramm, Communication in a Modern Society (TJrbana
Illinois, 1948), pp* 1^3*
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dispersed over the face of the earth* Third, the
mass is composed of heterogeneous members, in that
it includes people living under widely varying cul¬
tures, coming from diverse strata of society, occu¬
pying different positions, engaging in different
occupations, end hence having different interests,
standards of life and degrees of prestige, power and
influence* Fourth, the mass is an aggregate of
anonymous individuals, as may be indicated by the
fact that though millions of individuals listening
to radio programs, reading newspapers, or seeing a
movie are exposed to the same Images, they are not
aware of who the fellow members of the audience are,
nor are those who transmit these images certain of
the composition of their audience* Fifth, the mass
has no common customs or traditions, no institutions
and no rules governing the action of the individuals*
Sixth, the mass consists of unattached individuals,
or at best, individuals who, for the time being have
not as members of a group, playing specific roles
representative of their position in that group, but
rather as discrete entities*^
In this dynamic, new type of urban-industrial society,
the media of mass communication and the numerous voluntary
associations play crucial roles in relating groups and individ¬
uals to each other* One very important consequence is that the
nature of race relations and the status and self-conceptions of
racial or ethnic groups become more fluid and shifting* In
this connection, we would expect that means of mass communica¬
tion like newspapers and journals which have been oriented to
special, segmental, or minority groups, would also undergo
changes in orientations and functions* Lehman and Reltzes point
out that
two observations can be made regarding the nature of
modern society* First, that there are a decreasing
^Louis Wlrth, "Consensus and Mass Communication,"
American Journal of Sociology. XIII (February, 1948), 2*.
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number of homogeneous, social or cultural units of
which it can be said that their membership directly
mirrors, and hence is the individual counterpart of,
such collectives* On the other hand, we observe
social life as exhibiting a constant condition of
flux, mobility, and change, giving society the ap¬
pearance of a shapeless mass, whose form and organi¬
zation are achieved through deliberate and calculated
association* It is within the framework of those
social developments that specific phenomena of race
relations should bo examined*^
The dissemination of news as a commodity is a central
and necessary characteristic of modern society* According to
Park, newspaper reading has become more of a necessity in the
city than in the country*2 He says further that
news comes in the form of small, independent communi¬
cation that can be easily and . rapidly comprehended*
In fact, news performs somewhat the same function for
the public that perception does for the individual
man; that is to say, it does not so much inform as
orient the public, giving each and all notice as to
what is going on* It does this without any effort
of the reporter to interpret the events he reports,
except in so far as to make them comprehensible and
interesting* The first typical reaction of an indi¬
vidual to news is likely to be a desire to repeat it
to someone* This makes for conversation, arouses
further comment, and perhaps starts a discussion*
But the singular thing about it is that, once a dis¬
cussion has been started, the event under discussion
soon ceases to be news, and, as interpretation of an
event differ, discussions turn from the news to the
issues it raises* The slash of opinions and senti¬
ments which the discussion invariably evokes usually
terminates in some sort of consensus of collective
opinion - what we call public opinion* It is upon
the Interpretation of present events, i*e*, news
that public opinion rests* The extent to which news
circulates, within a political unit or a political
^Joseph D* Lehman and Dietrich C* Reitze, "Notes on
Race Relations in Mass Society," American Journal of Sociology.
LVIII (November, 1952), 241* .
^Robert E* Park, "The Yellow Press," Urban Society, ed.
Noel P* Gist (New York, 1933), p, 565* .
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society, determines the extent to which the members
of such a society may be said to participate, not in
its collective life - which is the more inclusive
term - but in its political acts.^
Related Studies
Many students of the Negro community and of race re¬
lations in the United States have regarded the Negro newspaper
as one of the most important institutions in the Negro communi¬
ty, rivaling the church and the school in influence and impact.^
Several studies have sought to throw li^t on these phenomena*
For example, Gunnar Myrdal, in An American Dilemma, a study of
Negro problems and modern democracy;^ Francis J* Brown and
Joseph S* Roucek, One America, a study of the history, contri¬
butions, and present problems of our racial and national minori¬
ties;"^ Maurice R. Davie, in Negroes in American Society, a study
of the American Negro and of race relations in the United States,
within the framework of cultural history and the expanding role
of Negro Institutions;^ Fredrick G. Detweller, The Negro Press
in the United States, an examination of the influence and impact
of the Negro press upon Negroes and Negro life in the United
^Robert B« Park, “News as a Form of Knowledge," Ameri-
can Journal of Sociology,.XLV (March, 1940), 677*
%unnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma (New York, 1944),
p* 911*
^Ibid*, pp* 42*
Francis J* Brown and Joseph S* Roucek, One America
(New York, 1945)*
Maurice R, Davie, Negroes in American Society (New
York, 1949)*
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Statesand, James Bayton, "An Exploratory Study of the Roles
of the Negro Press," and examination of the Impact of the Negro
press upon a selected group of Negro college students.^ Ac¬
tually however, the number of empirical studies on Negro news¬
papers proper or specific newspapers is small - and even those
are somewhat dated* Much of the current available research on
Negro newspapers today is in the nature of market research;
such studies are neither designed to add to social science
knowledge nor constructed to test hypotheses*
The Negro press may be viewed as a subtype among the
larger general news institutions - newspapers and journals*
In 1950 there were 1,894 general newsp^ers in the United
States and three hundred twenty-five ethnic and minority group
newspapers* Included in this number was the only Negro daily
newspaper in the United States, the Atlanta Daily World* The
combined estimated net circulation of these three categories
of newspapers in 1950 was 52,270,718*^
There are several types of newspapers in the United
States* Ayer classified them, with slight modification, in
the following manner
Ipredrick, G* Detweiler, The Negro Press in the United
States (Chicago, Illinois, 1922)*
2james Bayton, "An Exploratory Study of the Roles of
the Negro Press," Journal of Negro Education XX (Winter, 1951),
%* W* Ayer and Son’s, Directory of Newspapers and
Periodicals (Philadelphia, 1950T;’'p; 267*
^Ibid.






(Daily and weekly) 228
Total 2,219
In addition to the general newspapers, geared to a
general audience, there are special and local newspapers
oriented to specific audiences and particular interest groups.
Park points out that
the distribution of the press of the various minori¬
ty groups locates with considerable accuracy their
principle settlements in the United States, and makes
it possible to indicate "cultural areas" in which the
Influence of certain minority groups have been more
pronounced than elsewhere. The character and con¬
tents of the papers published in these areas are an
index to the characteristic interest, ambitions, and
social attitudes of the people who read them,l
The minority press. Including the Negro press, may be
expected to share some of the characteristics of the general
press with respect to production and orientation while, at the
same time, possibly varying in some degree because of histori¬
cal and institutional factors, Myrdal suggests that
Negro newspapers are similar to ordinary newspapers,
particularly those circulating among the lower classes.
Many of the dissimilarities are only exaggerations of
common traits, called forth by the caste situation.
For a true perspective, it is important to keep this
constantly in mind when discussing the characteristics
^Robert E, Park, The Immigrant Press and its Control
(New York, 1922), p, 287,
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of the Negro newspaper in terms of dissimilarities
• • • • The Negro newspaper is primarily a weekly
newspaper • • • • The Negro newspaper is ordinarily
a propaganda mechanism • • • • The Negro newspaper
is a competitive newspaper . • • • The Negro news¬
paper is a class newspaper*^
Janowitz's ohservation with respect to the urban com¬
munity press may be applied to the Negro press.
As a specialized system of communication the com¬
munity newspaper stands in contrast to most mass
media in that it is not designed to reach the
widest possible audience and/or to promote the most
general identifications. In terms of its function,
the community newsnaner is a ready sociological in¬
dex to community organization and community orienta¬
tions, As such, it is one of the many institutions
and agencies which participate in the process of in¬
tegrating the individusQ. into urban social structure
by assisting him to maintain the complex balance
between local and non-local practices and orienta¬
tions ,2
Janowltz provides five key concepts that are useful
in the analysis of the role and function of the community
newspaper* (1) exposure - the amount of content to which the
individual attends; (2) involvement - degree of importance
the individual attaches to the content in meeting his needs
and interest; (3) interest pattern - portions of the communi¬
cation to which the individual attends; (4) penetration - the
conscious recall or remembrance of content to which the indi¬
vidual has exposed himself; and, (5) imagery - verbalized
responses to the ongoing flow of communication which reflect
less reaction t o specific content and more basic attitude to
^unnar Myrdal, o2* cit,, pp, 915-920,
%orris Janowitz, '*The Imagery of the Urban Community
Press,” Readings in Urban SocioloCT, Paul K, Hatt and Albert
J, Reiss, Jr, (ed,) (Glencoe, Illinois, 1951), p, 533,
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Ita overall format, style and character.^
Among the first social science scholars to pay any
serious attention to the Negro newspaper was Fredrick G*
Detweiler* Detweiler stated that as peoples effect larger
contact through increasing industrialism and business organi¬
zation,.and as they begin to swarm into the city hive and
build social contacts there, they develop new interests in
communal life; thus language comes to be important. They seek
art-expression, and so they develop a press,^
He pointed out further that in the country one can get a-
long without reading, or at the most one needs to read but
little. In rural areas reading of newspapers is a luxury,
something followed to relieve the tedium of twilight hours.
On the other hand, in city life one's very existence depends
on being able to read signs, advertisements, and news. Social
contacts are of a secondary kind and the newspaper becomes it
common carrier. And so the city and the newspaper go together.
This la also true, says, Detweiler, among the Negro city dwell¬
ers in the United States,^
Chambliss pointed out that Negro newspapers possess a
militant attitude. This, he feels, is generally true of moat
Negro newspapers. They have taken a stand against certain
conditions which they think ought to be remedied, and their
position is made clear in editorial comments and in the
^Ibid.
^Fredrick G, Detweiler, o£. citpp, 204-205,
^Ibid,
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manner in which news stories are written* He concluded that
a great deal of the news contained in Negro newspapers is
really not news at all, but propaganda
Fenderson holds that the Negro press has been primarily
a protest press, but as Negroes have expanded their interest
and have come nearer achieving full citizenship, their news¬
papers have assumed significant roles* These roles, according
to Fenderson, are: (1) it Informs Negroes of their own affairs,
most of which would otherwise receive little if any publicity;
(2) it enlightens white readers regarding Negro society, thus
encouraging interracial understanding; (3) it constantly
strives to achieve for the Negro complete acceptance into the
American social scheme; and, (4) it is sometimes the provoca¬
tion for expressions of opinions from the white press*2
Myrdal believed that the Negro press created a feeling
of solidarity among Negroes* The press he insisted, more than
any other institution in the Negro community, functions for
the Negro group as a social agency of control. It tells the
individual how he should think and feel as an American Negro
and creates a tremendous power of suggestion by Implying that
other Negroes think and feel in this manner* Myrdal pointed
out also that the importance of the Negro press for the func¬
tioning of all the other Negro Institutions, for Negro
^Rollins Chambliss, "What Negro Newspapers of Georgia
Say About Some Social Problems, 1933," (Unpublished Master’s
Thesis, College of Arts and Science, University of Georgia.
1934), p* 15,
2 »
Lewis, H* Fenderson, "The Negro Press as a Social
Instrument," Journal of Negro Education XX (Spring, 1951), 181*
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leadership and concerted action generally. Is enormous# He
concluded from some of the findings Indicated above, that the
Negro newspaper Is an additional newspaper, a sensational news¬
paper, an educational agency, a power agency, and an organ of
protest#^
After reviewing several related studies on the Negro
press. It Is possible to project a series of propositions
which are relevant to this study: (1) the Negro newspaper Is
a sensational paper; (2) the Negro newspaper Is a middle class
Institution; (3) the Negro newspaper Is not a partisan politi¬
cal paper; (4) the Negro newspaper Is an additional or sup¬
plementary paper; and, (5) the Negro newspaper Is an educa¬
tional agency#
As was pointed out earlier, an analysis of Its his¬
torical growth, ecology, ownership, control, content and
audience response to content are Included In viewing the func¬
tion of a particular Negro dally newspaper, audience response
being of crucial Importance#
The five concepts mentioned previously (exposure. In¬
volvement, Interest pattern, penetration, and Imagery) will
bo employed; they form the research procedure and Indirectly
the core Interest -In reader response and reader Interest pat¬
tern In regard to the Atlanta Dally World#
Methodology and Data
The Initial effort of this study was to obtain
^Gunnar Myrdal, clt #. pp, 911-917.
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exploratory data. The main emphasis was to uncover all avail¬
able materials on Negro newspapers, and on other minority
newspapers, A review of these materials provided clues,
bunches, and concepts that aided in formulating the problem.
On the basis of knowledge gained from reviewing the
literature, especially that of Myrdal and Janowitz, an inter¬
view-schedule was constructed for the purpose of securing
relevant data from a study population. The set of questions
for the interview-schedule was prepared on the basis of ex¬
tensive discussions with faculty advisors and other persona
familiar with various aspects of mass communication in the
Negro community. Suggestions were also obtained from related
studies conducted by students in the School of Library Service,
Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia,!
The first draft of questions was administered in pre¬
test interviews with students in the Atlanta University system
and Atlanta citizens chosen at random. The questions and in¬
terview procedures were then revised in a number of drafts
and try-outs until a final interview-schedule was selected.
The final schedule is shown in Appendix B, It combines sim¬
ple direct ratings with free response questions on different
aspects of the Atlanta Daily World by selected informants.
iDorls Pegram, ”The Mass Communication Behavior of
the Residents of Census-Tract F-37, Atlanta, Georgia” (Un¬
published Master’s Thesis, School of Library Service, Atlanta
University, 1954); Birdie L, Sanders, ”The Communication
Behavior of a Selected Group of Adults,Residing in Census
Tract F-24, Atlanta, Georgia” (Unpublished Master’s Thesis,
School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1954),
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Among other questions^ these basic ones were asked
the Informants: What was the function for them of the news
printed in the Atlanta Daily World? What things did they
especially like about the Atlanta Daily World? What things
did they especially dislike about the paper? What were their
feelings about the prospect of there being no Atlanta Daily
World?
In order to secure as representative a study popula¬
tion as possible, it was necessary to secure Information con¬
cerning the various Negro sub-communities in the city of
Atlanta* This was done in two ways; (1) sub-communities were
chosen on the basis of the investigator’s knowledge of the
Atlanta metropolis and, (2) use was made of the Atlanta
Screentest Survey conducted by the Department of Sociology,
Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1951* The Atlanta
survey revealed that the Negro community can be stratified
into several status sub-communities*^ On the basis of this
survey, the sub-communities selected were: (1) Morris Brown
and Fountain Drives, southwest; (2) Akinsville and Vine City,
northwest; (3) Pittsburgh, Peoples Town, and Summerhlll,
southeast; and, (4) Auburn Avenue and vicinity, northeast*
We have been concerned in this chapter with the con¬
ceptualization of the problem, related studies and the rele¬
vant propositions that could be implied from them, and
^See ’'The Atlanta, Post Screentest Survey” (Files of
Department of-Sociology, Atlanta University)*
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methodology and data. For characteristics of the study popu¬
lation, see Appendix A* In the chapter which follows we shall
attempt to show Important relationships between these selected




This chapter will he concerned with showing the re¬
lationship between certain selected socio-economic character¬
istics of one hundred informants and their reading interest
in the Atlanta Daily World,^ Two of the Implicit questions
are, how often do the persons studied as Atlanta Daily World
readers read the news that it publishes, and what do they
read? Table 1 shows the age and sex distribution of the one
hundred informants in respect to their readership# A cursory
glance at the table reveals that a total of sixty-three per¬
sons read the Atlanta Daily World regularly; seven read it
Sundays only; fourteen persons report they read it frequently;
seven persons read it seldom; and only four persons say they
never read it* Thus, approximately ninety-five per cent of
the study population reads the Atlanta Daily World with varying
degrees of frequency#
In considering age differences, it was found that
twenty-eight males read the Atlanta Daily ^orld regularly;
two read it Sundays only; thirty-five females read it regular¬
ly; and, five females Sundays only. The age distribution
shows that ten males and twenty females between the twenty to
thirty age group read this paper regularly; six males and five




FREanENCY DISTRIBUTION OP 100 RESPONDENTS IN RESPECT TO READERSHIP
OF THE ATLANTA DAILY WORLD, BY SEX AND AGE
Sex Age
Frequency Total Male Female Total
20-30 30-40 40-50 Over 50
Number Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Regularly
Daily and Sunday 63 28 35 63 10 20 6 5 7 6 6 3
Sunday Only 7 2 5 7 1 3 • • • 2 1 • • • • • • • • •
Frequently
Daily and Sunday 14 6 8 14 5 3 1 2 • • • 2 • • • 1
Sunday Only 1 • • • 1 1 • « • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • • • • • • •
Seldom
Daily and Sunday 11 3 8 11 3 7 • • • 1 • • • • • • t • • • • •
Sunday Only • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • # • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Never
Daily and Sunday 4 2 2 4 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 2
Sunday Only • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Total 100 41 59 100 20 33 7 11 8 8 7 6
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females between the thirty to forty age group read it regular¬
ly; seven males and six females between the forty to fifty age
group read it regularly; six males and three females in the
over fifty age group read it regularly. Thus age does not
seem to be a factor particularly related to reading regulari¬
ty. However, as one moves down the table, he can see that
more people in the twenty to thirty and thirty to forty age
groups read the Atlanta Daily World more frequently than do
those persons falling in the forty to fifty and over fifty
age groups who tend to fall in the seldom classification*
Table 2 shows the educational distribution of the
study population with respect to the readership of one hun¬
dred Informants of the Atlanta Dally World. Two males and
two females on the four to seven educational level read the
publication referred to regularly; ten males and twenty-one
females on the el^t to twelve educational level report they
read it regularly; seven males and eight females on the thir¬
teen to sixteen educational level read it regularly; nine
males and four females on the over sixteen educational level
report they read it regularly; only one male on the zero to
three educational level read it Sundays only; three females
on the eight to twelve educational level read it Sundays only
and, one male and two females on the thirteen to sixteen edu¬
cational level,read the Atlanta Daily World Sundays only. The
data show that for those people who report they are regular
readers, education does not seem to be an important factor.
The remaining categories show that education may be an
ve
TABLE 2
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF 100 RESPONDENTS IN RESPECT TO READERSHIP
OF THE ATLANTA DAILY WORLD, BY EDUCATION
Educational Level
Frequency Total D-3 4-7 8 -12 13-16 Over 16
Number Male Female 'Male Female Male Female Male ^Female Male Female
Regularly
Daily and Sunday 63 • • • • • • 2 2 10 21 7 8 9 4
Sunday Only 7 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 1 2 • • • • • •
Frequently
Daily and Sunday 14 • • • • • • • • • 3 4 4 2 1 • • • • • •
Sunday Only 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • • • • • • •
Seldom
Daily and Sunday 11 • • • • • • • • • 1 1 6 2 1 • • • • • •
Sunday Only • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Never
Daily and Sunday 4 • • • • • • • • • 2 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Sunday Only • • • • • • • • • • • « • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Total 100 1 • • • 2 8 17 35 12 12 9 4
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important factor. As can be seen from the table, the con¬
centration of readers making up the Frequently and Seldom
categories are between the four to seven, eight to twelve,
and thirteen to sixteen educational levels, which means gen¬
erally, that as education Increases, the number of regular
readers tend to decrease.
In relating home ownership to the readership of the
Daily World, it was found that nineteen male and twenty-two
female home owners read it regularly; nine males and thirteen
females who rent read it regularly; one female home owner
reads it Sundays only. The data reveal that approximately
seventy-five per cent of the study population who are home
owners as well as non-home owners read this paper regularly.
However, the data reveal that slightly more home owners than
non-home owners are regular readers. The remaining frequency
categories show no important relationships, (See Table 3)
In attempting to trace the pattern between social
status and the readership, it was found that one male and one
female on the upper status level read the Daily World regular¬
ly; twelve males and two females on the upper middle status
level read it regularly; twelve males and nineteen females on
the lower middle status level read it regularly; three males
and twelve females on the upper lower status level read it
regularly; one male and no females on the lower lower status
level read it regularly. The data reveal that social status
does not appear to be an important factor related to the num¬
ber of regular readers of the Atlanta Daily World, However,
TABLE 3
FREgUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF 100 RESPONDENTS IN RESPECT TO READERSHIP
OF THE ATLANTA DAILY WORLD. BY HOME OWNERSHIP
Frequency
Total Home Ownership
Number Own Home F[ent
Male Female Male' > Eeraaie
Regularly
Daily and Sunday 63 19 22 9 13
Sunday Only 7 -- 1 2 4
Frequently
Daily and Sunday 14 4 — 2 8
Sunday Only
Seldom
1 1 MM MM
Daily and Sunday 11 1 7 2 1
Sunday Only
Never
MM M M MM
Dally and Sunday 4 1 1 1 1
Sunday Only •• *• aw — — M M
Total 100 25 32 16 27
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the data show with respect to the Frequently and Seldom cate¬
gories, that as social status increases the number of regular,
frequent and seldom readers tends to decrease, and as social
status decreases, there is a tendency for the number of regular,
frequent, or seldom readers to increase. Between the Frequent
and Seldom readers the concentration is on the lower middle and
upper lower status levels. (See Table 4.)
With respect to radio and television ownership and the
frequency with which the one hundred informants read the Daily
World, it was found that five males and six females who own
radio sets only, report that they read the Atlanta Daily World
regularly; one female who owns a television set only, reports
that she reads regularly; twenty-four males and twenty-seven
females who own both radio and television sets report they
read it regularly; one male who owns a radio set only, reads
the Atlanta Daily World Sundays only; and, one male and five
females who own radio and television sets report that they
read it Sundays only. The data in Table 5 reveal that there
may be some Important relationship between the readership of
the Atlanta Daily World and radio and television ownership.
The data further reveal that approximately seventy-five per
cent of the persons who own both radio and television sets
read with varying degrees of frequency, (See Table 5,)
In relating political party preference and the fre¬
quency with which the study population read the Atlanta Daily
World, it was found that fourteen males and nineteen females
who read the paper regularly, reported the Democratic Party
TABLE 4
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF 100 RESPONDENTS IN RESPECT’ TO READERSHIP





Upper Upper Middle Lower Middle Upper Lower Lower Lower
i/Iale Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Regularly
Daily and Sunday 63 1 1 12 2 12 19 3 12 1 —
Sunday., Only 7 1 3 1 2 — —
Frequently
Dally and Sunday 14 5 6 3
Sunday Only 1 — 1
Seldom
Dally and Sunday 11 3 6 2 — «•
Sunday Only
Never
Daily and Sunday 4 — — 2 2 — —
Sunday Only
Total 100 1 1 12 2 21 35 9 18 1 —
TABLE 5
FREjaUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF 100 RESPONDENTS IN RESPECT TO READERSHIP
OF THE ATLANTA DAILY WORLD, BY RADIO AND TELEVISION OWNERSHIP
Radio and Television Ownerahfp
Frequency I'otal
Number
Radio Only Television Only Both
Male Female Male Female Male Female
Regularly
Daily and Sunday 63 5 6 — 1 24 27
Sunday Only 7 1 «■ mm •• mt — 1 5
Frequently
Dally and Sunday 14 2 2 — 4 6
Sunday Only 1 mm mm — — — — 1
Seldom
Daily and Sunday 11 2 2 1 6
Sunday Only — — — mm mm —
Never
Dally and Sunday 4 1 — mm mm — 1 2
Sunday Only -- — -- mmmm -- —
Total 100 11 10 — 2 30 47
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a3 their political party preference; five males and two fe¬
males who read it regularly report the Republican Party as
their political party preference; two males and three females
who are regular readers report Other; seven males and eleven
females who read it regularly report they are Non-voters; one
male and one female who read Sundays only report the Democratic
Party as their political party preference; one male and four
females who road Sundays only report they are Non-voters# The
data suggest that there la no important relationship between
political party preference and the frequency with which the
one hundred Informants read the Atlanta Daily World# The
distribution of informants in the remaining categories tends
to reveal no important relationships# However, the data sug¬
gest that like the dominant political party environment from
which the study population was drawn, this group of informants
tend to be skewed in that direction# (See Table 6#)
In comparing length of residence and the frequency
with which those sampled read the Atlanta Daily World, it was
found that twelve males and twenty-one females who have lived
here all their lives, report they read the Daily World regu-
larly; seven males and seven females who have lived herefrom
one to ten years report they read it regularly; two males and
four females who have lived here from ten to twenty years say
they read regularly; three males and two females who have
lived here twenty to thirty years indicated they read it regu¬
larly; one male and three females who have lived herefrom
thirty to forty years say they read regularly; one male in
TABLE 6
FREaUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF 100 RESPONDENTS IN RESPECT TO READERSHIP




Demo, Party Repub , Party Other Non-Votere
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Regularly
Dally and Sunday 63 14 19 5 2 2 3 7 11
Sunday Only 7 1 1 — mm — mm mm 1 4
Frequently
Dally and Sunday 14 2 2 — m mm 1 — 3 6
Sunday Only 1 — 1 — — — -- — —
Seldom
Dally and Sunday 11 •• mm 1 mm mm -- — mm mm 3 7
Sunday Only •• — — mm mm ■ — — —
Never
Daily and Sunday 4 1 1 — -- -- 1 1
Sunday Only — — — — — mm » wm mm am
Total 100 18 25 5 2 3 3 15 29
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the over forty years bracket reports he reads it regularly*
The data suggest that there is no comparable relationship
between length of residence and the readership of the Atlanta
Daily World* In the remaining categories the data reveal a
tendency for both men and women who have lived here their
whole lives, and from one to ten years to read the Atlanta
Daily World on a fairly even basis* (See Table 7*)
In relating automobile ownership to the frequency with
which the one hundred informants read the paper being studied,
it was found that twenty males and sixteen females who are
automobile owners appear to be regular readers; ten males and
seventeen females who are non-automobile owners are also regu¬
lar readers; two females who are automobile owners report they
are Sunday readers only; two males and three females who are
non-automobile owners are also Sunday readers only* The data
show that slightly more male automobile owners than female
automobile owners read the Atlanta Daily World regularly*
But in spite of this fact, the data indicate no serious re¬
lationship between automobile ownership and reading frequency*
The remaining categories show no meaningful relationships*
(See Table 8*)
Summarizing the relationships that we found to exist
between socio-economic characteristics and reading frequency,
we make the following conclusions: (1) that the majority of
the study population, approximately ninety-five per cent,
read the Atlanta Dally World with varying degrees of frequency
(2) that most of the more regular readers were found between
TABLE 7
FREjaUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP 100 RESPONDENTS IN RESPECT TO READERSHIP
OF THE ATLANTA DAILY TORLD. BY LENGTH OF RESIDENCE
Length of Residence
Frequency
Total ffhole Life 1 - 10 10 - 20 20 - 30 30 - 40 Over 40
Number Male B'emale Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male j’emale
Regularly
Daily and Sunday 63 12 21 7 7 2 4 3 2 1 3 1 —
Sunday Only 7 1 4 1 1
Frequently
Daily and Sunday 14 4 4 2 2 1 ■ — 1 tmmm w «•
Sunday Only 1 — 1
Seldom
Daily and Sunday 11 1 5 2 2 — 1
Sunday Only
Never
Daily and Sunday 4 1 -- — 1 1 — 1 -- —
Sunday Only




FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF 100 RESPONDENTS IN RESPECT TO READERSHIP






Male Female Male Female
Regularly
Daily and Sunday 63 20 16 10 17
Sunday Only 7 v — 2 2 3
Frequently
Dally and Sunday 14 6 mm 3 5
Sunday Only 1 1 mmm
Seldom
Daily and Sunday 11 •» IM 4 — 7
Sunday Only » ■■ — mm mm mm --
Never
Dally and Sunday 4 1 1 1 1
Sunday Only «■ •• — — — —
Total 100 27 24 16 33
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the twenty to thirty, and thirty to forty ago groups. How¬
ever, there were readers in all the ago brackets; (3) that
educational level, social status level, political party pref¬
erence, home ownership, automobile ownership and length of
residence tend to show very little, if any, serious relation¬
ship to the frequency with which the one hundred informants
read the Daily World; and, (4) that the data tend to suggest
that radio and television ownership may be an Important fac¬
tor relating to frequency.
Socio-Economic Characteristics and What Informants
Read in the Atlanta Daily World
Comparisons having reference to selected socio¬
economic characteristics of the same study population were
made on the basis of their answers to relative questions. Wo
were primarily concerned with what items they read first, last
or never. Table 9 shows the sex and age distribution. A
brief survey of the table reveals that a total of sixty-six
person report they read front page news and editorials first;
three persons read advertisements first; eight persons read
the sports page first; eight persons report they read head¬
lines and front page news first; eight personsreport they read
society news first; three persons report they read comics first;
and only four persons say they never read it* Twenty persons
report they read the last page of the Atlanta Daily World last;
twenty-six persons say they read the sports page last; five
persons read comics and headlines last; twelve persons read
front page news and editorials last; seven persons read society
TABLE 9
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF WHAT 100 RESPONDENTS READ IN THE




^ale Female 20 -'30 30 - 40 40 - 50 Ove>r 50
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
First
Front page news and
editorials 66 24 42 10 24 5 11 5 5 4 2
Advertisements 3 1 2 1 1 — 1 —
— — —
Sports page 8 7 1 4 1 1
■i tm 2 --
Headlines and front
page 8 3 5 3 3
— 1 — — 1
Society news 8 2 6 2 3 «• 2
•• mm 1 —
Comics 3 2 1 2 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 1 1 1
Last
Last page 20 8 12 3 7 1 2
2 1 2 2
Sports 26 14 12 5 7 4 2 3 1 2 2




TABLE 9 — Continued
Total
Sex Age
What Informants Read Number Male Female 20 - 30 30 1 o 40 - 50 Over 50
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Advertisements 17 2 15 2 6 •m m 4 3 2
Front page and
editorials 12 6 6 3 4 «• 2 •••• 1 2
Society news and
fashion 7 2 5 2 2 2 1
Obituary column 5 1 4 -•- — 1 1 — 1 — 2
Church news 7 6 1 2 1 — 4 — Mm —
Serial and fiction 1 — 1 1
Puzzles 2 1 1 1 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 1 1 — — — m»m 1
Never
Comics 9 5 4 2 2 2 1 2
Classified Advertise¬
ment 10 3 7 3 3 mum 2 •• M 2 • ••
Editorials and letters






Ulale Female 20 - 30 30 - 40 40 - 50 Over 50
Ulale Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Serials and fiction 7 5 2 1 1 2 1 2 — — —
Club news 4 1 3 — 3 — 1 mm mm ^mm —
Society news 5 3 2 2 2 1 mm mm
Obituary column 2 1 1 — ■■ 1 mm mm 1 —
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 1 1 1
No comment 42 16 26 5 12 3 7 5 4 3 3
Total 293 L22 171 58 89 22 37 26 22 16 23
A maximum of three responses were recorded for each respondent; hence the total
may exceed one hundred*
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news last; five persons read the obituary column last; seven
persons read church news last; only one person reports that
he reads serials and fiction last; two persons say they work
crossword puzzles last; and, there are four non-readers. With
respect to Never, nine persons report they never read comics;
ten persons report they never read serials and fiction in the
Daily World; four persons say they never read club news in it;
five persons report they never read society news; two persons
never read the obituary column, and there are forty-two persons
who did not comment on the question in addition to which there
are four non-readers.
In the analysis of age distribution, it was found that
ten males and twenty-four females in the twenty to thirty age
group report they read front page news and editorials first;
five males and eleven females in the thirty to forty age group
report they read front page news and editorials first; five
males and five females in the forty to fifty age group report
they read front page news and editorials first; and, four
males and two females in the Over fifty age group report they
road front page news and editorials first. In the first cate¬
gory, the data show that in terms of front page news and edi¬
torials, age is not an important factor. However, a quick
glance down the table reveals that there is more of a tenden¬
cy for the informants in the twenty to thirty, and thirty to
forty age groups to read advertisements, sports news, head¬
lines and front page news, society news, and comics than there
is in the older age groups. Beyond these age limits, there
33
does not seem to be an important relationship between age and
what l3 read last or never read.
The analysis of educational groupings revealed that
one male on the zero to three educational level reads front
page news and editorials first; two males and five females
on the four to seven educational level report they read front
page news and editorials first; ten males and twenty-four
females on the eight to twelve educational level report they
read front page news and editorials first; seven males and
eleven females on the thirteen to sixteen educational level
report they read front page news and editorials first; four
males and two females on the over sixteen educational level
report they read front page news and editorials first in it#
The data suggest that education does not seem to be closely
related to the readership of front page news and editorials.
However, the data do suggest that education does seem to be
an important factor in determining what informants read last
or never in the Daily World, and in some instances what one
may read first. According to the table, the Informants tend
to concentrate around the eight to twelve and thirteen to
sixteen educational levels, (See Table 10,)
In trying to discover what, if any, relationship ex¬
isted between home ownership and reading tastes, it was found
that fifteen male and twenty-six female home owners report
they read front page news and editorials first; nine males
and sixteen females who are non-home owners report they read
front page news and editorials first. Slightly more home
TABLE 10
FREIJUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP WHAT 100 RESPONDENTS READ IN THE
ATLANTA DAILY WORLD« BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
may exceed one hundred
TABLE 10 Continued
Total Educational Levels
What Informants Read Num- Male Fe- 0 - 3 4 IS - l6 Over 16










Church news 7 6 1 mm mm 2 1 4
Serials and fiction 1 1 1
Puzzles 2 1 1 1 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 2 2 •• mm
Never
Comics 9 5 4 1 1 3 2 1 1
Classified advertise¬
ments 10 3 7 1 3 2 2 m mm 2
Editorials and letters
to the editors 4 2 2 1 1 1 1
Serials and fiction 7 5 2 — mm mm — 1 2 1 1 2
Club news 4 1 3 1 3
Society news 5 3 2 2 2 1
Obituary column 2 1 1 1 1 ...
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 2 1
No comment 42 16 26 «• mm mm mm 1 1 8 18 5 4 2 3
Total ]122 TTI 1 -- 0 24 fe9 d4 40 13
09
Oi
A maxlnium of three responses were recorded for
may exceed one hundred.
each respondent; hence the total
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owners than non-homo owners are represented In all three of
the categories of First, Last, and Never readers. In spite
of this however, the data reveal that there is no serious re¬
lationship between home ownership and reading choice. (See
Table 11.)
The findings with regard to social status and reading
interests show, that one male and one female on the upper
status level read front page news and editorials first; ten
males and one female on the upper middle status level say they
read front page news items and editorials first in the Atlanta
Daily World; nine males and twenty-five females on the lower
middle status level report they read front page news and edi¬
torials first in it; four males and fifteen females on the
upper lower status level report they read front page news
items and editorials first; there were no persons on the lower
lower level who gave first choice to news items. It was found
that social status does not seem to be meaningfully related to
the readership of front page news items and editorials. How¬
ever, in the case of the remaining first choice items. Last
choice items and those items never read, social status does
seem to be an Important factor. The remaining news and mis¬
cellaneous items are read more by those persons falling on
the lower middle and upper lower status levels, (See Table
12.)
In relating radio and television ownership to reader¬
ship, it was found that four males and eight females who own
radio sets only, report they read front page news and
TABLE 11
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP WHAT 100 RESPONDENTS READ IN THE
ATLANTA DAILY WORLD, BY HOME OWNERSHIP





Male Female Male . Female
First
Front page and editorials 66 24 42 15 26 9 16
Advertisements 3 1 2 1 ■■ «• -- 2
Sports page 8 7 1 5 1 2 —
Headlines and front page 8 3 5 3 4 mmtm 1
Society news 8 2 6 1 4 1 2
Comics 3 2 1 2 — 1 —
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 — 2 1
Last
Last page 20 8 12 3 7 5 5
Sports page 26 14 12 10 9 4 3
Comics and headlines 5 1 4 1 1 3
Advertisements 17 2 15 2 10 5
Front page and editorials 12 6 6 4 3 2 3




Number Male Female Own Home Rent
Male Female Male Female
Church news 7 6 1 4 1 2
Serial and fiction 1 «• ■■ 1 .. ’ 1
Puzzles 2 1 1 1 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 — ■■ 2 2
Never
Comics 9 5 4 2 3 3 1
Classified advertisements 10 3 7 1 5 2 2
Editorials and letters to
the editors 4 2 2 1 2 1
Serials and fiction 7 5 2 4 -- 1 2
Club news 4 1 3 1 2 — 1
Society news 5 3 2 2 2 1 —
Obituary column 2 1 1 1 1 — —
Non-readers 4 2 2 — — 2 2
No comment 42 16 26 10 7 6 19
Total ■~r7i 77 55 ' ¥7— 75
A maximum of three responses was recorded for each respondent; hence the total
may exceed one hundred.
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TABLE 12
PREiJUENCy DISTRIBUTION OF WHAT 100 RESPONDENTS READ IN THE
ATLANTA DAILY WORLD, BY SOCIAL STATUS
What Informants Read Male
Fe- Social Status1 Ob&l













Front page and edito¬
rials 66 24 42 1 1 10 1 9 25 4 15 mm
Advertisements 3 1 2 1 •• m 2 MM mm
Sports page 8 7 1 m m 2 1 5
Headlines and front
page 8 3 5 2 4 1 1 mm
Society news 8 2 6 — 1 4 2 1
Comics 3 2 1 2 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 2 2 mm
Last
Last page 20 8 12 1 mm 3 ■•M 3 10 1 2 •• m m
Sports page 26 14 12 — 1 4 mm 7 8 3 3
Comics and headlines 5 1 4 1 2 •••• 2 •• m
Advertisements 17 2 15 2 10 5 mm mm
Front page and
editorials 12 6 6 mm mm 2 3 4 •• M 2 1
Society news and





















Obituary column 5 1 4 2 1 2 mm m
Church news 7 6 1 1 4 — 2
Serials and fiction 1 — 1 1
Puzzles 2 1 1 1 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 2 2 —
Never
Comics 9 5 4 1 3 3 2
Classified advertise¬
ments 10 3 7 ■i 1 1 1 1 5 1 MS* mm mm MM
Editorials and letters
to the editors 4 2 2 1 2 1
Serials and fiction 7 5 2 — mt mm 1 — 3 1 1 1 — —
Club news 4 1 3 1 3
Society news 5 3 2 — — 1 — 2 2
Obituary column 2 1 1 w mm 1 — 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 2 2 MM
No comment 42 16 26 mm mm — 10 12 6 8 — 6 — —
Total 293 122 1171 2 5 37 21 58 97 18 48 7 —
A maximum of three responses was recorded for each respondent; hence the total
may exceed one hundred.
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Ltorlala first; one female who owns a television set only,
ads front page news and editorials first in the Daily World;
snty-one males and thirty-three females who own hoth radio
i television sets report they read front page news and edi-
pials first in it. The table shows that those questioned
3 own both radio and television sets responded heavily to
3 remaining news and miscellaneous items under the First,
3t, Never columns. The data suggest that radio and tele-
sion ownership may be an important factor related to the
ading interests of the portion of the population sampled*
ae Table 13.}
No important relationships were discovered between
agth of residence and the selection of Daily World features,
was found that ten males and twenty-one females who have
7ed here all their lives report they read front page news
i editorials first in it; six males and nine females who
7e lived here from one to ten years say they read front page
«ra and editorials first in the Daily World; three males and
pee females who have lived here from ten to twenty years
port they read front page news and editorials first; three
Les and five females who have lived here from twenty to
Lrty years report they read front page news and editorials
pst; one male and three females who have lived here from
Lrty to forty years report they read front page news and
Ltorials first; one male and one female who have lived here
jr forty years report they read front page news and edl-
?lal3 first, (See Table 14.)
TABLE 13
FREiiUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF WHAT 100 RESPONDENTS READ IN THE
ATLANTA DAILY WORLD, BY RADIO AND TELEVISION OWNERSHIP
What Informants Read




Radio Only Television Only Both
Male Female Male Female Male Female
First
Front Page and editorials 66 24 42 4 8 — 1 20 33
Advertisements 3 1 2 — — — — 1 2
Sports page 8 7 1 — — mt mm —, 7 1
Headline and front page 8 3 5 1 1 mm am — 2 4
Society news 8 2 6 -- 2 — — 2 4
Comics 3 2 1 1 — — mm mm 1 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 mm w — mm ma 1 2
Last
Last page 20 8 12 2 5 mm mm — 6 7
Sports page 26 14 12 4 1 — — 10 11
Comics and headlines 5 1 4 — 1 — — 1 3
Advertisements 17 2 15 2 3 — — — 12
Front page and editorials 12 6 6 1 2 — 5 4
Society news and fashion 7 2 5 2 m m 1 m mm 4
TABLE 13 Continued
What Informants Read
Radio and Televlsiori Ownership '
TotalT^
Number Male Female
Radio Only T©l6viLSlon Only Both
Male Female Male Female Male Female
Obituary column 5 1 4 m tm 1 -- 1 3
Church news 7
•
6 1 2 — — 4 1
Serials and fiction 1 •• M 1 1
Puzzles 2 1 1 1 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 1 — mm 1 1
Never
Comics 9 5 4 1 — — — 4 4
Classified advertisements 10 3 7 2 1 •• wm •• mm 1 6
Editorials and letters to
the editors 4 2 2 tm 1 — — 2 1
Serials and fiction 7 5 2 1 — — — 4 2
Club news 4 1 3 1 3
Society news 6 3 2 2 « •• — 1 2
Obituary news 2 1 1 1 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 tm wm — — 1 2
TABLE 14
FREiJUENCy DISTRIBUTION OP WHAT 100 RESPONDENTS READ IN THE
























torials 66 24 42 10 21 6 9 3 3 3 5 1 3 1 1
Advertisement b 3 1 2 1 1 1
Sports page 8 7 1 4 3 1
Headlines and
front page 8 3 5 2 4 1 1
Society news 8 2 6 2 4 2
Comics 3 2 1 2 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 1 1 1
Last
Last page 20 8 12 6 5 3 5 1 mm
mm
Sports page 26 14 12 10 7 2 1 2 2 — mm — 2 — —
Comics and
headlines 5 1 4 1 2 .. mm 1 1
Advertisement 3 17 2 15 2 6 mm 3 — 1 — 3 — 2 —
Front page 12 6 6 2 3 1 1 1 2 2
Society news
and fashion 7 2 5 2 3 1 m m 1
TABLE 14 Continued
Length of Residence















Obituary columi , 5 1 4 1 2 1
— 1 —
Church news 7 6 1 4 1 — — 1 1
Serials and
fiction 1 am mm 1 — 1
Puzzles 2 1 1 1 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 1 1
Never
Comics 9 5 4 5 4
Classified ad¬
vertisements 10 3 7 1 4 •• ^ 1 1
M* 1 1 1 — —
Editorials and
letters to
the editors 4 2 2 am mm 1 1 m am 1 •1
m mm
Serials and
fiction 7 5 2 3 -- 1 -- — 2 1
Club news 4 1 3 1 2 m »• 1
Society news 5 3 2 2 2 mam — 1
Obituary
column 2 1 1 1 — -- 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 am mm 1 1 -- 1
No comment 42 16 26 8 12 5 5 --
m mm 3 3 4 2
Total 1 122 TTI” ^ 90 24 li "'ITi 11 24 8 lb 2 5
A majcimum of three responses was recorded for each respondent; hence the total
may exceed one hundred.
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There ia little relationship between political party
preference and the reading of the Daily World, It was found
that ten males and nineteen females who are members of the
Democratic Party report they read front page news and edi¬
torials first in it; five males and two females who are mem¬
bers of the Republican Party report they read front page news
and editorials first in the Daily World; one male and two fe¬
males who gave Others as political party preference report
they read front page news items and editorials first in it;
eight males and nineteen females who are Non-voters report
they read front page news items and editorials first. (See
Table 15.)
The analysis of the reports regarding automobile
ownership and how people read, shows that fifteen males and
twenty females who are automobile owners report they read
front page news items and editorials first; nine males and
twenty-two females who are non-automobile owners report that
they read front page news items and editorials first. The
data contained in Table 16 reveal that there is no serious
relationship between automobile ownership and the manner in
which these people read the Daily World.
A comparison of selected socio-economic characteris¬
tics and the manner of reading the Daily World has shown that
the majority of the readers report they always read front page
news items and editorials first. This trend was fairly con¬
sistent with each socio-economic characteristic selected to
TABLE 15
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF WHAT 100 RESPONDENTS READ IN THE
ATLANTA DAILY WORLD. BY POLITICAL PARTY PREFERENCE
What Informants Read Total
Number
Male Female











editorials 66 24 42 10 19 5 2 1 2 8 19
Advertisements 3 1 2 •• ■■ •• MM M M M M 1 2
Sports page 8 7 1 4 1 ■■ w M mm 2 M M 1
Headlines and front
page 8 3 5 3 2 -- M M 1 MM 2
Society news 8 2 6 2 2 •• MM MM 1 M M 3
Comics 3 2 1 mm 1 mmrn M mm M M 2 M M
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 •• mm mm mm 1 MM M M 1 1
Last
Last page 20 8 12 2 7 3 1 M M M M 3 4
Sports page 26 14 12 8 5 2 1 1 1 3 5
Comics and headlines 5 1 4 2 1 p
Advertisements 17 2 15 5 w 4 MM 1 2 5
Front page and
editorials 12 6 6 3 1 . MM 1 2 1 1 3
Society news and
fashion 7 2 5 — -- Mmm MM MM 1 2 4
Obituary column 5 1 4 1 2 mm mm 1 M mm 1
TABLE 15 Continued
What Informants Read Total Male Female
Political fari ;y Preference
berao. Party Kepub Party Other Non-Voter
iNuniDsr Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Church news 7 6 1 4 — 1 •• mm •• mm 1 1
Serials and fiction 1 1 1
Puzzles 2 1 1 1 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 mm mm «■>M 1 mm wm 2
Never
Comics 9 5 4 2 3 1 2 1
Classified advertise¬
ments 10 3 7 2 2 „ „ mm mm 2 1 3
Editorials and letters
to the editors 4 2 2 1 1 •• mm 2
Serials and fiction 7 5 2 3 2 1 — — 1
Club news 4 1 3 1 1 2
Society news 5 3 2 1 — 1 •• mm -- 1 2
Obituary column 2 1 1 1 1
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 1 — m mm mm mm 1 1
No comment 42 16 26 11 15 5 — 2 5 4
Total 293 122 171 61 72 15 17 9 14 37 68
TABLE 16
FREgUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF WHAT 100 RESPONDENTS READ IN THE
ATUNTA DAILY WORLD. BY CAR OWNERSHIP





Male Female Male Female
First
Front page and editorials 66 24 42 15 20 9 22
Advertisements 3 1 2 1 1 w mm 1
Sports page 8 7 1 3 — 4 1
Headlines and front page 8 3 5 1 1 2 4
Society news 8 2 6 2 2 4
Comics 3 2 1 2 1 — —
Non-readers 4 2 2 2 1 — —
Last
Last page 20 8 12 5 5 3 7
Sports page 26 14 12 8 7 6 5
Comics and headlines 5 1 4 1 2 «• 2
Advertisements 17 2 15 2 8 — 7
Front page and editorials 12 6 6 3 5 3 1
Society news and fashion 7 2 5 m mm 4 2 1
Obituary column 5 1 4 m ■» 1 1 3
TABLE 16 -- Continued
Car Ownership ”
What Informants Read 1 O uclX
Number Male Female
Yes No
Male Female Male Female
Church news 7 6 1 4 1 2
Serials and fiction 1 — 1 tm wm — — 1
Puzzles 2 1 1 1 1 —
Non-readers 4 2 2 1 1 1 1
Never
Comics 9 5 4 2 1 3 3
Classified advertisements 10 3 7 2 3 1 4
Editorials and letters
to the editors 4 2 2 tm am 2 2 ■i M
Serials and fiction 7 5 2 3 1 2 1
Club news 4 1 3 1 2 — 1
Society news 5 3 2 1 1 2 1
Obituary column 2 1 1 1 — mm am 1
Non-reader3 4 2 2 1 M mm 1 2
No comment 42 16 26 7 11 9 15
Total 293 l7l 6g ' gS“ ■ 34
A maximum of three responses was recorded for each respondentj hence the total
may exceed one hundred*
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be related to what the informants read. This analysis has
shown also that except for radio and television ownership,
the remaining characteristics show no important relationship
to what the informants read, or the order in which they read
selected features. Selected features here mean those sec¬
tions of the paper that tend to be read according to the




The preceding chapter was concerned with pointing out
some of the important relationships between selected socio¬
economic characteristics and the frequency with which the one
hundred Informants read the Atlanta Daily World# The analysis
attempted to show if relationships existed between what the
informants reported they read in the Daily World and selected
socio-economic characteristics.
This chapter will treat the subjective "psychological
orientations" of the reader groups established in the previous
chapters. We are primarily concerned here with attitudes and
opinions significant enough for the readers to want to dis¬
cuss them when questioned about the paper in an attitude which
encouraged confidence and freedom of expression.
The first in this series of content questions is "Why
do you read the Atlanta Daily World?" The investigator- re¬
corded each response, noting the consistency of the responses*
This procedure made it possible to group the answers to this
particular question into seven categories. The data in Table
17 show that thirty respondents out of one hundred said they
read the Daily World, "to keep up with what my people are
doing in Atlanta;" of this number, seven were males and
twenty-three were females; twenty-nine persons said that they
read the Daily World, "for local nows, school, church, sports
and professional activities;" of these, thirteen were males
50
TABLE 17
ANSWERS OF ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY QUESTIONI





To keep up with what my people are doing In Atlanta 7 23 30
For local nows, school, church, sports and professional activities 13 16 29
Because I feel it my duty to read the Atlanta Daily World and
give it my financial support 12 8
20
Because white newspapers do not carry adequate Negro news 4 6 10
For local society news only 1 3
4




Total 41 59 100
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and sixteen were females; twenty persons said that they read
the paper, ”because I feel it my duty to read it and give it
my support;" in this group of responses, there were twelve
males and eight females; ten persons said that they read it,
"because white newspapers do not carry adequate Negro news;"
Four males and six females answered in this manner; only four
persons said that they read the Atlanta Daily World, "for
local society news;" of these one was male and three were fe¬
male. There were three persons who did not respond to this
question and four persons who indicated that they were Non¬
readers. It is interesting to note that slightly over three-
fourths of the one hundred informants gave reasons for reading
the Daily World along with other newspapers.
We report next on tbe responses to the question, "What
are some of the things that you especially like about the
Atlanta Dally World?" The overall results are given in Table
18. An analysis of the table shows that eighty-nine out of
the one hundred persons responding gave reasons for liking
the paper. The following quotations illustrate the type of
comments that were given by the respondents and show the num¬
ber of persons making each given response:
Because it is a champion of local civic and
political issues (24)
Because it adequately presents local Negro news (23)
Because it has good editorials (16)
Because of its coverage of local society and
sports news (13)
TABLE 18
ANSWERS OP ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY QUESTION I




Because it is a champion of local civic and political issues 6 18 24
Because it adequately presents local Negro news 10 13 23
Because it has good editorials 4 12 16
Because of its coverage of local society and sports news 7 6 13
Because it is a sign of progress 5 3 8
Because it is the only Negro daily newspaper in the United
States 4 1 5
No responses 3 4 7
Non-reader3 2 2 4
Total 41 59 100
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Because la is a sign of progress (8)
Because it is the only Negro daily newspaper
in the United States (5)
A question similar to the previous one was used to
ascertain whether negative attitudes existed in the minds of
some people toward the Atlanta Daily Worlds As can he seen
from Table 19, the number of persons responding to this ques¬
tion is slightly smaller - fifty-seven persons out of one
hundred as compared with eighty-nine persona responding posi¬
tively, The critical comments fall into six categories. The
following statements Illustrate the type of comments given by
the respondents:
Limited news coverage; too biased at times; too
many articles on crime locally (32)
Too many errors; poor pictures (13)
Late printing of important news items (6)
No Monday issue (3)
It may be important to note that a large group of the
respondents, thirty-nine in number, registered no dislikes
for the Daily World,
When these people were asked to rate the Daily World
as a daily newspaper along a five scale category, the overall
rating proved to be generally good. Table 20 shows the range
of rating given. Within this range, twenty persona, seven
males and thirteen females, rated the Atlanta Daily World,
Very Good, Fourteen males and twenty-five females answering,
(39), gave a rating of Good, Thirty-one persona rated the
paper. Fair; of these, fifteen were males and sixteen were
TABLE 19
ANSWERS OF ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY QUESTION: WHAT ARE SOME OF





Limited news coverage; too biased at times; too many articles
about crime locally 9 23 32
Too many errors; poor pictures almost all of the time 6 7 13
Late printing of important news items 3 3 6
No Monday issue 1 2 3
Not enough advertisements — 2 2
Sunday edition too small 1 — 1
No dislikes 19 20 39
Non-reader3 2 2 4
Total 41 59 100
TABLE 20
ANSWERS OF ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY iJUESTIONi IN
GENERAL, WOULD YOU SAY THAT THE ATLANTA DAILY WORLD





Very good 7 13 20
Good 14 25 39
Fair 15 16 31
Poor 2 2 4
Very poor — —
No responses 1 1 2
Non-readers 2 2 4
Total 41 59 100
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females* It was worth noting that only four persons, two
males and two females, rated the Dally World as being a poor
newspaper* At no time did anyone refer to It as being a Very
poor dally newspaper*
When this group of one hundred were asked a follow¬
up question, "Why do you feel this way about the Atlanta
Dally World?" It responded In the manner shown In Table 21*
The responses moat often given were: Very Good, Good, and
Fair* Examples of the type of responses given by the respond¬
ents are:
Very Good, "because It tells the moat Important
.things about our race locally" (10)
Good, "because It does a good job with local news;
-gives a good cross section of Negro life In
the city of Atlanta" (12)
Fair, "because Its news coverage Is not of the
-beat quality, but It still remains the
only source of daily Negro news In the
city" (11)
When asked the question, "ViTould you say that the
Atlanta Dally World places too much, or too little emphasis
upon national and international news?" Slightly over one-
half or fifty-six persona said that they felt as if It placed
too little emphasis upon national and International news*
Twenty-three persons said that they felt as if it placed
enough emphasis upon national and international news* There
were no persona who felt that too much emphasis was placed
upon national and international news. Seventeen persons did
not respond to the question, and there were four non-readers*
(See Table 22.)
TABLE 21
ANSWERS OF ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY QUESTION: WOULD YOU MIND TELLING





Because It tells the moat important things about our race locally 6 4 10
Because it helps us in so many ways that white papers don't — 3 3
Because it is a means of daily expression for Negro Atlanta 1 5 6
No comment — 1 1
Good
I feel this way because it is a colored newspaper 2 3 5
Physical progress very slow, but still a good paper 3 2 5
Because it does a good job with local news by giving a cross
section of Negro life in the city of Atlanta 3 9 12
No comment 6 11 17
Fair
Because it does not give the facts all of the time; too many





News coverage not of best quality, but remains the only source
for daily Negro news in the city of Atlanta 7 4 11
Because of lateness of news; inadequately arranged articles,
but fair news coverage 2 5 7
No comment 3 6 9
Poor
Does not measure up to good journalistic standards •• M 1 1
Scope of news too limited — —
No physical progress evident 1 — 1
No comment 5 3 8
Very Poor
No persons out of the one hundred respondents said that they
felt that the Atlanta Daily World was a very poor news-
paper
Total 41 59 100
TABLE 22
ANSWERS OF ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY QUESTION: WOULD YOU SAY THAT
THE ATLANTA DAILY WORLD PLACES ENOUGH, TOO MUCH OR TOO LITTLE
EMPHASIS UPON NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL NEWS?
Sex
Responses
Enough Too much Too little No responses Non-readers Total
Male 5 — 26 8 2 41
Female 18 30 9 2 59




When asked, ”Why do you feel this way about the type
of news covered in the Atlanta Daily World?** The majority of
respondents - approximately eighty per cent, felt that it
places less emphasis upon national and international news,
and emphasizes more local news, mainly because its primary
purpose seems to be to edit and print more local community
news than national and international news. Approximately
five per cent of the respondents believed that the actual size
of the paper has some bearing upon the type of news printed*
When asked, ”What about the Daily World»a coverage of
race news?” slightly over one-half or fifty-three of the re¬
spondents said they felt that it printed enough race news.
In contrast to this, nine persons said that it printed too
little race news. There were sixteen persona who did not re¬
spond to the question, and there were four non-readers. (See
Table 23.)
A question was asked in order to learn what changes
or advice that people would suggest to the editors concerning
the general make up of the newspaper, if they had the oppor¬
tunity to do so. The question inquired* ”lf you had the op¬
portunity to make changes or to give advice to the editors,
what would you suggest?” Table 24 shows that the responses
given here were similar to those indicating things most dis¬
liked. ^he changes and/or advice that the group suggested or
offered are indicated below in the order of their frequency*
Improve quality of writing; get better trained
staff; and eliminate errors (23)
TABLE 23
ANSWERS OF ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY OUESTION:
WHAT ABOUT RACE NEWS?
Sex
Responses
Enough Too much Too little No responses Non-readers Total
Male 18 12 2 7 2 41
Female 35 6 7 9 2 59
Total 53 18 9 16 4 100
TABLE 24
ANSWERS OP ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY QUESTION: IF YOU HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO





Improve the quality of writing; get better trained staff; eliminate
errors• 13 10 23
Expand general news coverage; Increase interest news coverage. 9 11 20
Increase size of newspaper; increase amount of advertisements;
get better articles on fashion 6 12 17
Improve quality of pictures 4 10 14
Eliminate the mass of articles on shootings, killings, etc,;
give paper more class 6 2 8
Expand editorial page 3 2 5
Enlarge Sunday issue 1 — 1
Write articles with more expression and point of view 3 4 7
Get better printing paper and equipment 2 4 6
Print news on time 1 5 6
No comment 13 24 37
Non-readers 2 2 4
(17)
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Expand general news coverage; increase interest
news coverage (20)
Increase size of newspaper; increase amount of
advertisements; get better articles on fashion
Improve quality of pictures (14)
Eliminate the mass of articles on shootings,
killings, etc.; give paper more class (8)
Write articles with more expression and point
of view (7)
Expand editorial page (5)
The majority of the suggestions conveyed by the re¬
spondents seem to be concrete and specific# It is felt by
the investigate r, that on the basis of the supporting data
above, these suggestions and changes desired are fairly repre¬
sentative of the general climate of opinion among Atlanta
Negroes#
Another question designed to shed light upon the gen¬
eral attitude of Negroes toward the Daily World, asked of the
respondents, "Would you mind trying to recall some of the
things that you have heard others say about the Atlanta Daily
World?" An analysis of Table 25 shows that twenty-two persona
out of one hundred said that they had heard no criticisms of
the Daily World, It is worth noting, that slightly more than
one-half or sixty persons, indicated that they heard others
criticize certain aspects of the Daily World, Examples of
the types of criticisms heard are shown here:
The Atlanta Daily World la generally poor in
makeHip; too small; limited in scope; nothing
of interest contained in it; late news (22)
"Lying World"; "trash"; "nigger news" (19)
TABLE 25
ANSWERS OF ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY QUESTION: WOULD YOU MIND TRYING TO RECALL





Heard no oi'lticisms 7 15 22
Generally poor In make-up; too small; limited in scope; nothing of
interest contained in it; prints too much late news 5 17 22
"Lying world;" "trash;" "nigger news" 10 9 19
If you want wrong answers go to the Atlanta Daily World 5 9 14
A class newspaper 2 2 4
Too segregated 1 m*" 1
No comment 9 5 14
Non-readera 2 2 4
Total 41 59 100
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If you want wrong answers go the Atlanta
Dally World (14)
A class paper (4)
When asked the question, "What contribution do you
feel that the Atlanta Daily World makes to community life?"
It was found that slightly over three-fourths or seventy-
seven of the one hundred persons responding, felt that the
Daily World made some definite contribution to community life*
(See Table 26*) Examples of the type of comments given by the
respondents are shown below:
It keeps us in the know locally (30)
It contributes to public and private community
Interests (21)
It develops a type of community consciousness (13)
It helps to keep us informed of the progress being
made by our race where white papers don’t (13)
When asked, "How they would feel if there were no
Atlanta Daily World?" The majority of the one hundred in¬
formants stated with varying degrees of enthusiasm, that they
would feel worse off without their Daily World* Table 27
shows that there is no important relationship between the num¬
ber of persons responding in this manner by sex* For example,
the data show that eighty-one persona said that they would
feel worse off* Of this number, thirty-two were males and
forty-nine were females* There were no persons who felt that
they would be better off if there were no Atlanta Dally World*
Nine persona said that it would not matter to them* Six per¬
sona did not comment, and there were four Non-Readers* (See
Table 27*)
TABLE 26
ANSWERS OF ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY QUESTION* WHAT CONTRIBUTION DO, YOU




It keeps us In the know locally 10 20 30
It contributes generally to public and private conmiunity interests 10 11 21
Develops a type of cooununity consciousness 10 3 13
Helps to keep us informed about the progress of our race daily,
where other papers don*t 4 9 13
Doesn't do anything 1 2 3
No comment 4 12 16
Non-readers 2 2 4
Total 41 59 100
TABLE 27
ANSWERS OP ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY QUESTION* WOULD
YOU PERSONALLY FEEL BETTER OFF, WORSE OFF OR WOULD
IT MATTER IP THERE WERE NO ATLANTA DAILY WORLD
Sex Feel better off Worse off It would not matter No comment Non-readers Totd.
Male — 32 5 2 2 41
Female — 49 4 4 2 59
Total mm 81 9 6 4 100
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A follow-up question was asked of the informants,
"Why would you feel better off, worse off, etc.. If there were
no Atlanta Dally World?" The types of responses given are
shown In Table 28. Examples of the types of responses ren¬
dered are shown below:
Better off;
There were no informants who felt that they would
be better off if there were no Atlanta Dally World
Worse off:
Because it gives Negro Atlanta something to look
forward to; keeps us informed locally (23)
Because our local white newspapers overlook local
Negro news (17)
Because it has become a part of daily life here
in the city of Atlanta (14)
Because I just enjoy reading it (8)
It would not matter:
I could do without it, but would read it if we
had it (4)
It doesn't matter to me personally, but I suppose
that it does serve a purpose here in the city (5)
It was found that there were no persons who really
expressed the idea that they woiiLd feel better off if the
paper did not exist, even among those who criticized it se¬
verely.
Finally, the informants were asked the question, "How
do you feel that the Atlanta Daily World compares with other
publications?" Interestingly enough, over one-half rated the
paper between Very Good and Fairly Good along with similar
publications* Nineteen persons said that they felt that the
TABLE 28




There were no responses to this portion of the question
Worse Off
Because it gives Negro Atlanta something to look forward to; keeps
us informed locally 10 13 23
Because our local white papers overlook local Negro news 5 12 17
Because it la a necessity for the local expression of Negro news 6 5 11
Because it has become a part of dally life here in the city of
Atlanta 6 8 14
Because I just enjoy reading it 3 5 8
Would be lonesome without it, have been reading it so long 2 4 6
Because it champions local issues very well 2 2
It Wouldn't Matter
I could do without it, but would read it if we had it 3 1 4
It doesn't matter to me personally, but I suppose that it does
serve a purpose here in the city 2 3 5
No comment 2 4 6
Non-readers 2 2 4
Total 41 59 100
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paper was not as good as similar publications. Fifteen per¬
sons said that they felt it was definitely had in comparison
with other publications. From the distribution of responses
given in Table 29, it is possible to conclude generally, that
Atlanta Negroes feel quite confident that the Daily World in
spite of its many imperfections, compares well with similar
publications, particularly Negro ones, A reference to other
Negro papers was made in nearly every Interview, There was
only a few scattered attempts to compare the paper with major
daily newspapers.
TABLE 29
ANSWERS OF ONE HUNDRED RESPONDENTS TO THE STUDY QUESTION: HOW DO




Very good Fairly good Not good Definitely bad No comment Non-reader3 Total
Male 12 14 7 6 — 2 41
Female 23 11 12 9 2 2 59
Total 35 25 19 15 2 4 100
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study has been an Investigation of the newspaper
reading interest among Atlanta Negroes, based upon a study
population of one hundred persona* The effort was guided by
two chief objectives! (1) to delineate the interest patterns
of the readers of the Atlanta Daily World; and (2) to reveal
the role of this newspaper as defined specifically in the
evaluations, expectations, and ascriptions of its readers*
The study design was controlled by the following questions!
1* What are the socio-economic characteristics
of the readers of Negro news and a Negro .
Daily newspaper?
2, What is the interest pattern of the readers?
How do the readers respond to newspaper con¬
tent? What is the extent of penetration?
To what extent and in what ways are the read¬
ers themselves Involved and to what extent
are they exposed to Negro news?
3* How did the Atlanta Daily World, a Negro
Dally newspaper come into existence? What
was the historical setting? What specific
or general needs underlay its founding?
What general stages of growth and develop¬
ment have been evident?
A summary is now indicated in respect to the central
findings of this study* This study shows relevant relation¬
ships between readership and the socio-economic characteris¬
tics of the population, such as age, sex, education, social
status, and length of residence* In fact, the study indicates
that these and other socio-economic factors have a positive
relationship with reading Interest; and, moreover, all of
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these factors appear to be interrelated. This suggest the
need for further research in an effort to determine what are
the discriminating forces of these Inextricably interrelated
factors. However, it appears safe from the data and the
analysis to make the following conclusive, yet tentative,
statements t
1, In terms of age, the lower age brackets
(20-40) tend to have a higher reading
interest,
2, In respect to sex, females tend to have a
higher reading interest in the Atlanta
Daily World than males,
3, In respect to education, the middle educated
groups both male and female tend to read the
Atlanta Daily World more regularly than
either the lower and higher educated levels,
4, In respect to home ownership, there seems
to be a slight difference between home owners
and.non-home owners, with home owners having
more interest than non-home owners in terms
of reading interest,
5, In terms of social status, the upper lower
and lower middle status groups maintained
a much higher reading interest than do the
extremes - the lower lowers and the upper
status levels,
6, In regard to length of residence, those
persons living in Atlanta during their whole
life tend to read the Daily World more regu¬
larly than those persona Indicating specific
numbers of years. The shorter the period
the lower the reading interest,
7, In respect to radio and television owner¬
ship, regardless of sex, age, and other fac¬
tors, those persons who own radios and tele¬
vision sets maintain a much higher reading
interest,
8, In respect to political orientation - party
preference and registered voters - there
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appears to be little, if any, difference at
least in this sample. The same is true for
automobile ownership.
It will be remembered that some effort was made to
ascertain the psychological orientations, ’’feelings,” as it
were, of the study population with regard to the Atlanta
Daily World, From the analysis of the data the following
tentative conclusions might be drawn:
1, 'Those persona who read the paper more fre¬
quently tend to have a more favorable at¬
titude; and they tend to make fewer criti¬
cisms,
2, The data tends to support the conclusion
that the majority of the Negro population
of Atlanta derive some degree of personal
satisfaction from reading the paper,
3, The data show that the majority of the
Negroes in Atlanta feel that the news
printed in the Atlanta Daily World makes
a definite contribution to community life.
Thus Bayton’s conclusions concerning the role of the
Negro newspaper la not substantiated, however, the works of
Park, Myrdal and Janowitz tend to be supported. It will be
remembered that Park pointed out that newspaper reading has
become more of a necessity in the city than in the country.
He stated also that news comes in the form of small, inde¬
pendent communication that can be easily and rapidly com¬
prehended, In fact, news performs somewhat the same func¬
tion for the public that perception does for the individual
man; that is to say, it does not so much Inform as orient the
public, giving each and all notice as to what is going on.
In a similar vein, Myrdal believed that the Negro
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press creates a feeling of solidarity among Negroes* The
press he insisted, more than any other institution in the
Negro community, functions for the Negro group as a social
agency of control. Ho concluded that the Negro newspaper is
an additional newspaper, a sensational newspaper, an educa¬
tional agency, a power agency, and an organ of protest.
Janowitz said that as a specialized system of communi¬
cation the community newspaper stands in contrast to most mass
media in that it is not designed to reach the widest possible
audience and/or to promote the most general identifications.
In terms of its functions, the community newspaper is a ready
sociological index to community organization and community
orientations. As such, it is one of the many institutions
and agencies which participate in the process of integrating
the individual into the urban social structure by assisting
him to maintain the complex balance between local and non¬
local practices and orientations.
In brief, this study adds to the literature of the
field in that it tends to support similar findings of com¬
parable studies with one significant exception. The conclu¬
sions, together with other data that have been summarized,
tend to reveal not only something about the newspaper reading
Interest of Atlanta Negroes, but also something of the general
climate of opinion about the Daily World.
Further and more extensive research probably would re¬
veal many important factors relevant to the Atlanta Daily
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World and the Negro press In general, but It is hoped here,
that the present study will help stimulate more Intensive
studies on minority group news interests.
APPENDIX A
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY POPULATION
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CHARACTERISTICS OP THE STUDY POPULATION
A study population of one hundred persons was selected
arbitrarily as informants to be interviewed for this study*
As the interview process proceeded some controls were estab¬
lished to maintain balance between sex, age, social status,
educational levels, home ownership and other socio-economic
characteristics* Each sub-community was surveyed, and after
a brief observation period the interviewing process was begun*
The procedure involved taking the first and third house in
each block* The responses of each Informant was recorded,
but in special cases where informants expressed the desire to
complete the interview-schedule in their own handwriting,
they were allowed to do so*
The age and sex distribution of the one hundred in¬
formants, by number is given in Table 1* The table reveals
that fifty-four persons of the total study population ranges
between the ages of twenty to thirty* Of this fifty-four
persons, twenty are males, and thirty-four are females*
Eighteen persons range between the ages of thirty to forty;
of this number, five are males, and thirteen are females*
Sixteen range between the ages of forty to fifty; of this
number, nine are males and seven are females* Twelve persons
fall into the Over fifty age group; of these, seven are males
and five are females*
Table 2 reveals that all of the persons comprising
the study population have from three to Over sixteen years of
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formal educational training* The concentration of informants,
however falls between the eight to twelve and the thirteen to
sixteen educational levels. In this connection, these data
show that fifty-two of the one hundred persons fall between
the eight to twelve educational level; of this number, seven¬
teen are males and thirty-five are females. The data further
reveals that twenty-four of the informants were between the
thirteen to sixteen educational level; of these, twelve are
males and twelve are females.
TABLE 1
AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF 100 INFORMANTS,








20 - 30 20 34 54
30 - 40 5 13 18
40 - 50 9 7 16
Over 50 7 5 12
Total 41 59 100
The status levels of the one hundred persons were
stratified into five status levels: upper, upper-middle,
lower-middle, upper-lower, and lower-lower levels. According
to the distribution of the data as seen in Table 3, fifty-
four out of the one hundred informants fall on the lower-
middle status level; of this number, twenty are males, and
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thirty are females. The second largest group falls on the
upper-lower status level. This level contains twenty-eight
informants of the total study population; of this number
seven are males, and twenty-one are females. The third larg¬
est group falls on the upper-middle status level. This level
contains fifteen informants, and of this number twelve are
males and three are females. The remaining three persons can
be distributed between the upper and lower status levels.
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL LEVELS OF 100








0-3 1 0 1
4-7 2 8 10
8-12 17 35 52
13 - 16 12 12 24
Over 16 9 4 13
Total 41 59 100
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TABLE 3









Upper 1 1 2
Upper-Middle 12 3 15
Lower-Middle 20 34 54
Upper-Lower 7 21 28
Lower-Lower 1 0 1
Total .41 59 100
TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OP 100 INFORMANTS BY LOCATION








Table 4 shows the distribution of the one hundred in¬
formants by location in the city of Atlanta, Georgia, by num¬
ber, The table reveals that fifty, or one-half of them reside
in the southwest section of the city of Atlanta; sixteen live
in the northwest section; twenty-three reside in the southeast
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section; and, eleven live in the northeast section of the
city of Atlanta#
Table 5 shows that slightly less than one-half, or
forty-seven of the Informants, are married. Of this number,
twenty-two are males and twenty-five are females. Further
analysis of the data reveals that forty-five Informants are
single persons; of these, seventeen are males, and twenty-
eight are females. The remaining eight persons can be dis¬
tributed among the widowed, separated, and divorced infor¬
mants as shown in the table.
TABLE 5









Married 22 25 47
Single 17 28 45
Widowed 1 4 5
Separated 0 1 1
Divorced 1 1 2
Total 41 59 100
Table 6 reveals that slightly over one-half, or fifty-
three of the one hundred informants. Indicate that they have
lived in the city of Atlanta all of their lives. Further
analysis reveals that twenty-three of the study population
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have lived in the city between one and ten years# Eight per¬
sons have lived here between ten and twenty years# Nine per¬
sons say they have lived in Atlanta between twenty and thirty
years; and six persons have lived in the city between thirty
and forty years# Only one person indicated that he had lived
in Atlanta over forty years# The data show that approximately
seventy persons have lived in the city of Atlanta, most, if
not all of their lives#
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF LENGTH OP RESIDENCE
OP 100 INFORMANTS, BY
NUMBER, 1955





20 - 30 9
30 - 40 6
Over 40 1
Total 100
Table 7 shows that twenty-eight of the one hundred
informants were professional and managerial people; of this
number, twenty are males and eight are females; they are min¬
isters, teachers, librarians, merchants and small business
operators# Seventeen females listed their occupations as
housewife# ^hree persons said that they were domestic workers#
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Eight persons of the total study population listed their oc¬
cupation or were classified by the interviewer as laborers*
Forty persons making up the total study population are in
school. The remaining four persons indicated no occupation*
TABLE 7









Managerial 20 8 28
Housewife 0 17 17
Domestic Workers 0 3 3
Laborers 6 2 8
In School 14 26 40
None 1 3 4
ITotal 41 59 100
Table 8 gives the family sl25e of this study population*
It shows that family size ranges between two and eleven persona
per family* The largest group, however, falls between three
and five persons per family* The data show that forty-six per¬
sons indicated that there were from three to five persons in
their family* The second largest number is that of two persona
per family* The third largest group was composed of six to ten
persona per family* Only one person indicated that there were
Over ten persona in his family*
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TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OP SIZE OF FAMILY OF
100 INFORMANTS, BY
NUMBER, 1955
Size of Family Number
2 Persona •••••• 285-5 Persons 466-10 Persons 25
Over 10 Persona •.•••• 1
Total 100
Table 9 shows the distribution of church preference
of the one hundred informants, by number. Like the general
population from which the study population was drawn, the data
reveal that the study population is predominantly proteatant.
Slightly over one-half, or fifty-one persons, are Baptist.
Thirty-three indicated that they are Methodist. Three per¬
sons, said that the Episcopalian church was the denomination
of their choice; two listed the Congregational church; two
are Catholic and six indicated Others. There were two per¬
sons who listed no church preference.
Table 10 gives the home ownership of the one hundred
informants, by number. Approximately one-half, or fifty-
seven persons, own their own home; forty-three out of the one
hundred persona Interviewed said they did not own their own
homo, but are renters.
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TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF CHURCH PREFERENCE












DISTRIBUTION OF HOME OWNERSHIP






Table 11 reveals that forty persons are car owners.
TABLE 11








Table 12 reveals radio and television ownership of
one hundred informants, by number* The table shows that
twenty-one persons indicated that they owned radio and tele¬
vision sets only* Two persons said that they owned television
sets only* The data further reveal that slightly over three
fourths, or seventy-seven persons own both radio and tele¬
vision sets*
TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
OWNERSHIP OP 100 INFORMANTS,
BY NUMBER, 1955
Radio and Television Number
Ownership
Radio Only * 21
Television Only •****••* 2
Both 77
Total 100
Table 13, reveals that over one-half, or fifty-six
persona, of the study population are registered voters* Tbe
remaining forty-four persona indicated No in regard to this
question*
TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF REGISTERED
VOTERS OF 100 INFORMANTS,
BY NUMBER, 1955
Registered Voters Number




The political party preference of one hundred infor¬
mants is shown in Table 14, table reflects the one po¬
litical party environment from which the study population was
drawn# By far, the largest number stated that the Democratic
Party was their party preference during elections. Forty-two
persons lists the Democratic party as first preference; eight
persons indicated the Republican party; six persons selected
Others, and forty-four informants said that they are non-
voters#
TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF POLITICAL PARTY PREFERENCE
OF 100 INFORMANTS, BY NUMBER, 1955
Political Party Preference Total Number
Democratic Party •#•••• 42









NEWSPAPER READING HABITS AND READER
INTEREST AMONG ATLANTA CITIZENS
This is a brief survey concerned with
newspaper reading habits and reader in¬
terest of Atlanta citizens. No names
are required. Your cooperation will be
appreciated. This will take 20 - 30 min¬
utes.
I
1, About how long have you lived in Atlanta or have you
spent your whole life here?a.Whole Life b. Years Here
2, Here is a list of daily and weekly newspapers that have
circulation in Atlanta, would you mind indicating which
you read and how often?
How Often
Regu- Fre-
larly quently Seldom Never
a, Atlanta Constitution
i. Dally and Sunday ___
ii, Sunday only
b, Atlanta Journal
1, Dally and Sunday
ii, Sunday only
c, New York Times




f, Atlanta Dally World









3, Please check or Indicate how you get the newspapers that
you read?
From
Car- News- neigh- Li-
Mail rler stand hors brary Other
a* Atlanta Constitution
b# Atlanta Journalc.New York Timesd,Baltimore Afro-
Americane.Pittsburgh Courier





^ • ■ . . ■■ ■ . . .
_____
4, On a typical day or paper-reading period, about how much
time do you spend reading these newspapers:
Two or Between 15
more 1 and 2 One 45 30 mins •















































6* Where do you usually read your newspaper? At home, away
from home or both?



















7, I have here a list of news and special feature items usually
covered by the Atlanta Daily World. Would you mind telling
me if you think that the coverage is: a. adequate b. good
c. fair d. inadequate?
Ade- Inade¬










c. Editorials and Opinions
1, Unsigned editorials
2, Signed columns























8, Now that you have mentioned that you read the Atlanta Con«»
stltutlon,.Pittsburgh po^^ler and Atlanta Dally World,
would you mind telling me why you read the Constitution
or what you like about It?
9, Would you mind telling me why you read the Pittsburgh
Courier or what you like about It?10,Would you mind telling me why you read the Atlanta Dally
World or what you like about It?
, Since you have Indicated that you seldom or never read the
Atlanta Dally World, would you mind telling me why? (This
question is to be used In the event that Informant does not
read the Atlanta Dally World,)
11
9512,Are there things or characteristics that you don't es¬
pecially like about the Atlanta Constitution? If so,
would you mind telling me which? (As full an answer as
possible? What other feelings do you have? Etc,)13,Are there things or characteristics that you don't es¬
pecially like about the Pittsburgh Courier? If so,
would you mind telling me which? (As full an answer as
possible? What other feelings do you have? Etc,)14,Are there things or characteristics that you don't es¬
pecially like about the Atlanta Daily World? If so,
would you mind telling me which? lAs full an answer as
possible: What other feelings do you have? Etc,)15,I happen to have here a copy of yesterday's paper, would
you mind telling me or pointing out to me wlmt you read?
(Use Atlanta Dally World) What particular articles or




c. Social features such as: Social Swirl, etc,
d. Special features such as: Sports, advertisements,
pictures and headlines.16,In general, would you say that the Atlanta Dailv World
as a newspaper is: very good , good fair
poor , very poor ? Would you mind telling me~
why youTTeel this way about the Atlanta Daily World?
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Would you say that the Atlanta Dally World places enough,
too much, or too little emphasis upon national and inter¬
national news? Why do you think that this is true and in
what ways?
17a What about race news?
18» If you had the opportunity to make changes or to give
advice to the ’’EDITORS”, what changes or advice would
you give? (As.full an.answer as possible: In what
ways? Etc,)
18a Would you mind trying to recall some of the things that
you have heard other persons here in Atlanta say about
the Atlanta Daily World?
19, What contribution do you thirkthat the Atlanta Daily
World makes or does not make to community life?
20, Would you personally feel better off, worse off or would
it matter, if there were no Atlanta Daily World? And
why?
97







22, Now for the final question about the Atlanta Daily World,
It is widely known as the only Negro daily newspaper; in
general, how does it compare with other publications?
Ill
23, Now would you give me a few facts so that we can know
something about the people we have talked to —
a. How many grades of school did you finish? (Circle
highest completed)
1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Above 16
b. Do you own your own home or rent ?
c. Do you own a car? Yes No Year Make
d. Do you own a radio or TV set or both? Radio
TV Both
e. How many persons ere there in your family _________________
f. Is your church preference Baptist ^Methodist
Episcopalian Gongregatlonalist Catholic
Other None ?
g* Ai*© you Married Single Widowed Separated
Divorced ?
h. Your age group: 14-21 22-31 32-41 42-51 52-61 62 up
i* Your occupation
3* Are you a registered voter? Yes No
98
k« In elections do you usually vote Democratic or
Republican?
a« Democratic b. Republican





Estimated economic level: 12345
Interviewer Date
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BRIEF HISTORY OF THE ATLANTA DAILY WORLD
The Atlanta Dally World was founded in August, 1928 by
W, A. Scott, It was published as a weekly until the spring of
1930 when it became a semi-weekly, with a big increase in circu¬
lation.
In early January of 1930, the Southern Newspaper Syndi¬
cate was formed as an outgrowth of the Atlanta Daily World,
Semi-weeklies were established in Birmingham, Alabama, Columbus,
Georgia and Chattanooga, Tennessee, On April 20, 1931, the
Atlanta Daily World and affiliated papers were tri-weeklies.
In June of that year, a full page of comics by Negro artist was
begun and later was started the first and only rotograve sec¬
tion, published weekly by Negroes and distributed nationally.
At present, it is a semi-weekly being published Tuesday and
Friday,
On March 13, 1932, the Atlanta Daily World changed from
a tri-weekly to a daily, publishing five weekly and one Sun¬
day edition for each week for six weeks, when it became a
seven-day daily and is now the only Negro daily newspaper
published in the United States, It was admitted to membership
in the Audit Bureau of Circulation, February 1, 1934, just
prior to the Founder’s sudden and tragic death. Several news¬
papers were added to the Southern Newspaper Syndicate and
early in 1933, the name was changed to the Scott Newspaper
Syndicate,
W, A, Scott, founder of the Atlanta Daily World and
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S* N, S, was born at Edwards, Mississippi, in 1902 and died
February 7, 1937, at Atlanta, Georgia, He was educated at
Jackson College, Mississippi and at Morehouse College, Atlanta,
Georgia,
At the present time, the Scott Newspaper Syndicate owns
and publishes newspapers in Atlanta, Memphis and Birmingham#
It prints weekly papers for el^t other Southern cities and
gives full-time employment to over fifty persons. The Atlanta
Dally World has a dally circulation of 18,500 and a weekly
edition outside Atlanta of 12,00 or a total of 30,600,
The Atlanta Daily World and S, N, s, are now under the
general management of C, A, Scott, a younger brother of the
founder, and several other members of the Scott family who
inherited ownership of the newspaper, C, A* Scott was born at
Edwards, Mississippi, February 8, 1908, and educated at Morris
Brown College and Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia, and at
the University of Kansas,
The two Scotts were associated in the publishing business
ever since coming to Atlanta, March 1928, to publish a city
directory of Negro businesses. They began with practically no
capital and purely by the simple business fundamental of putting
the profit back into the enterprise, developed it to its present
slze,^
^This brief history of the Atlanta Daily World was com¬
piled by Mr, C, A. Scott, general manager of the Atlanta Daily
World and S, N, S,
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